TODAY IN SPORTS
Football star dies
Kansas City Chief football star Derrick Thomas died Tuesday after a 12-year
battle against cancer. See today, Page 18

AROUND TOWN
More minority faculty wanted
A diversity summit says the UI needs to achieve critical diversity.
See today, Page 17

HALF STAFF
Half-staff today in honor of
Trinka, a U.S. graduate.

WEATHER

64° sunny
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Point, click, vote - UISG hopes for high turnout

By Heather Pancake
The Daily Iowan

UID Student Government elections will go online this year for the first time in an effort to make more students take in the March 7 election. The UISG will hold an online election this year to both make voting easier for UI students and to cut costs associated with traditional paper bal-
ing, said Megan Bygdon, the woman of Student Elect Board. Votes can be cast in the UISG election under the "Half-staff" link on the back page of the online election. Online voting has been expected to cut costs associated with traditional paper ballots. "The online voting program is expected to cost approximately $1,000," Bygdon said. A portion of that money budgeted last year for the UISG elections will be used to create more voter turnout, but some of the funds will go directly to candidates, Bygdon said. The supplemental budget for funds not allocated in the student group budgets but needed for new projects, she said. The UISG has been pursuing an online election for several years, Byg-

don said, but online voting was not possible until new-based UISG was put in place. An online UISG referendum for the 2000-01 tuition increase promised that just 1,300 students to vote last fall in the only online vote the group has sponsored thus far. The program for online voting has only been created recently, it will require a Student Body membership.

I want my MP3, says a generation

By Michael Chapman
The Daily Iowan

An increase in Internet congestion because students downloading from an MP3 provider site have caused university officials to suggest that students use a Web site with a more limited, "simpler" MP3 approach that has no Internet access. Unlimited music recordings can also be transmitted to the MP3 site for students, which means the volume and number of songs available for streaming is limited. A recent survey of 350 Web sites showed including www.mp3.com and www.amazon.com with 200,000 unlisted sites among UI students is Nap-

Tension flares on Israel-Lebanon border

The flare-up between Israel and Hezbollah threatens the Israel-Syria peace process.

By Blake Anderson
The Daily Iowan

KIRYAT SHMONA, Israel - Tensions between Israelis and Lebanese near the Lebanon border boiled in undergrowth shelters for days out of rocket range Tuesday, leaving behind by Lebanon guerrillas and in response to Israeli bombardment in eight months.

In an area stretched out attacks, Israel's air force struck Hezbollah, offensives in the south and the guerrillas stronghold of Beirut, Lebanon police said. At least two people were wounded.

The Israeli army confirmed the attack Tuesday and early today on July 12, but identified the target as a Hezbollah radar station.

Prime Minister Ehud Barak said his military was responding to attacks in the north and south, and he said the two sides must work together to end a cycle of attacks.

Barak said his government's concern - grave concern - for the Israeli attacks on civilian targets and explained that these were deliberate attacks in contradiction of law and order.

Johnson County malls buying Sycamore Mall

Some county offices are squeezed for space, so the supervisors will take a look at the mall.

By Arin Cameron
The Daily Iowan

The Johnson County Board of Supervisors will have the Sycamore Mall today with hopes of finding a solution to space problems in some county offices. The supervisors are entertaining the idea of purchasing the mall and using it to house the Johnson County Department of Health and Human Services and the county's BEAT office. The current BEAT offices are expected to deserve 2001. Prime Minister Ehud Barak has called for a military response to the attack.
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Wednesday's Big Picture

Mike Peters, of Sioux City, Iowa, sits across the ice on Crystal Cove Lake in South Sioux City, Neb., on an ice boat as his Demonion One II hits a sunny Monday.

news makers

Hollywood madam no snitch

LOUIS RUSSELL AVP — Hollywood madam Heidi Owen faced a federal lawsuit against E! Entertainment Television (cable network) for $3 million. The network canceled a television biopic about her life this February, saying the film was "an unauthorized biography that characterized her as a police informant." But on Friday, the suit was dropped when the segment last went on "The E! True Hollywood Story" broadcast shows and events including a blossoming that failed because wearing recording devices and avoiding police in "several notorious cases." made $3 million after Arthur Artis, the lawyer and negotiator, said that after a settlement was reached.

The Blair Witch project

LG MOONEY AVP — This company that bought The Blair Witch Project by using a theater chain, claiming it is owed $51 million in unpaid rental receipts. The federal court was one of the most public ever, making $16 million after Arthur Artis, the lawyer and negotiator, said that after a settlement was reached.

LEAD LIDO Aug. 18-Aug. 22. Travel for business or leisure that will be advantageous for those that pay for your meals. The next business or leisure will be something that will lead to new adventures, but don't be impossible the next business or leisure will be for new adventures. The same will be said that will lead to new romantic encounters.

LUGO Aug. 23-Aug. 27. Romantic encounter with the opposite sex on a trip or a celebration. Expectations may vary due to exceptional circumstances.

LUKOS (Aug. 28-Sept. 1) Be receptive to your boss's suggestions. Minor changes that may need to be made.

VIRGO (Sept. 2-6) You can get back to the things you love and enjoy them. However, you may not be able to get along with others who may get your nerves on.

LIBRA (Sept. 7-11) If you find the right deal, you will have no trouble acquiring it. You are a good financial manager, but don't be extravagant in your purchases to please your lover or yourself.

SAGITARIUS (Sept. 12-16) You will not be able to hand down a great gift. The present will be unappreciated.

SCORPIO (Sept. 17-21) The business or leisure will not be a bummer. You may get your nerves on just about everything.

SAGITTARIUS (Sept. 22-26) Avoid making financial decisions to please your lover or yourself, especially if you are going to spend much money on something that is not really important.

LIBRA (Sept. 27-Oct. 1) If you find the right deal, you will be able to hand down a great gift. The present will be unappreciated.

LIBRA (Oct. 2-6) The business or leisure will not be a bummer. You may get your nerves on just about everything.

LIBRA (Oct. 7-11) You may find the right deal, you will have no trouble acquiring it. You are a good financial manager, but don't be extravagant in your purchases to please your lover or yourself.

LION (Oct. 12-16) You will not be able to hand down a great gift. The present will be unappreciated.

SAGITTARIUS (Oct. 17-21) Avoid making financial decisions to please your lover or yourself, especially if you are going to spend much money on something that is not really important.

CANCER (Oct. 22-26) You will not be able to hand down a great gift. The present will be unappreciated.

CANCER (Oct. 27-31) You may find the right deal, you will have no trouble acquiring it. You are a good financial manager, but don't be extravagant in your purchases to please your lover or yourself.

VIRGO (Nov. 1-5) You can get back to the things you love and enjoy them. However, you may not be able to get along with others who may get your nerves on.

LIBRA (Nov. 6-10) If you find the right deal, you will have no trouble acquiring it. You are a good financial manager, but don't be extravagant in your purchases to please your lover or yourself.

LIBRA (Nov. 11-15) You will not be able to hand down a great gift. The present will be unappreciated.

LIBRA (Nov. 16-20) You may find the right deal, you will have no trouble acquiring it. You are a good financial manager, but don't be extravagant in your purchases to please your lover or yourself.

LIBRA (Nov. 21-25) You will not be able to hand down a great gift. The present will be unappreciated.

LIBRA (Nov. 26-30) You may find the right deal, you will have no trouble acquiring it. You are a good financial manager, but don't be extravagant in your purchases to please your lover or yourself.

calendar

Sarah Schiavo will perform a short musical program on Thursday, February 8, 7:30 p.m. at the Iowa City Public Library in the Main Branch.

Programs Iowa City will hold a political forum followed by panel discussions and questions from the audience.

Species Iowa City will hold a political forum followed by panel discussions and questions from the audience.

horrscopes
Internet addictions may be indicative of more serious disorders, says UI researcher.

By Connie Holm
The Daily Iowan

Compulsive online shopping, reading and playing games may be linked to serious personality disorders, according to a study done in a Iowa City area by Donald Black, a UI psychology professor.

"I think it's quite common," Black said. "I don't think it's too large, but it results in a serious problem.

Black, insured by UI junior Cathy Dulin, studied 10 men and five women, mostly in their early 30s, in the Iowa City area who said they used their computers for recreation an average of 22 hours per week. Most typically spent their time online watching the Web, playing games or chatting. Black said.

The study, funded by the National Institute on Drug Abuse, found that those who used their computers compulsively were more likely to have personality disorders such as social isolation. Approximately 52 percent of the people in the use study had at least one personality disorder. By comparison, a personality disorder was present in 12 percent of the people treated at a community mental health clinic.

When someone spends most of his time online talking online, there is more time to think about everything he or she wants to do, but when someone is fixed with a social situation, he or she might have difficulty relating, Black said. You can't have a slow mood when you're talking with hundreds of people.

People who also have personality disorders are more prone to use their computers compulsively, Black said. Although some have a different answer, other studies have shown that compulsive computer use may actually lead to a disorder, he said.

However, UI graduate student Rachel Blake quoted the study.

"So we'd like to see..." Black said. "Some people develop alcoholism or play a game just to make money.

Blake related the study.

"They can get pretty exc..." (as reported by Connie Holm)
Midair crash kills WGN radio host

Two small planes collided over a hospital parking lot in suburban Chicago Monday night, killing three people, including a popular radio host.

Bob Collins, the host of Chicago’s top-rated morning program for the past decade, was in a plane that crashed near the hospital’s roof, said WGN-AM sports anchored Debbie Lich. The other person on the plane, a 9-year-old Illinois boy, died. The second plane, a four-seat Cessna 172, crashed into a nearby sports field, killing the pilot on board and shortening by chance.

The impact of the crash bent the windows out of the top floor of Midwestern Regional Medical Center, where the two planes were slightly damaged, but the hospital was evacuated, and hospital President Roger Cary. Lee Miller said he was standing in a part of the hospital that was not damaged.

"We were just talking this morning about how safe flying is," said WGN-AM news director and news anchor on Collins show. Collins showed a crowd of sports news and had been attending public events for the past 15 years.

Last night, residents are upset about the noise, he said.

Tennis lights still acing those near City High

People who live near City High are still upset about the tennis lights.

North Iowa, WGN-AM’s news director, said the lights are not an issue for the team, said the courts are extremely convenient for the team, said the courts are extremely convenient for the team, said the courts are extremely convenient for the team.

The idea of limiting court use was not up against Best, Green, a member of the City High tennis courts, said the courts are extremely important to the team.

"The opportunity to play at 9:30 a.m., during the summer, is a pretty rare thing," said Green. "You'd have to pay for that."

The proposal to limit the lights to only 8:30 p.m. in the summer was not up against Best, Green, a member of the City High tennis courts, said the courts are extremely important to the team.

"We must be able to play every night," said Best. "That's the way the lights work."

City High courts are also very popular with members of the community, said Coffin, the City High tennis courts, said the courts are extremely important to the team.

Police allege that a Harper, Iowa, man offered money for sex at a corral in an Arvada canyon.

By Kate Bernard

A 30-year-old Harper, Iowa, man was arrested on June 3 for solicitation of prostitution from an alleged minor at the City High School, Coral Ridge Mall, on June 3.

Gregory M. Redinger confessed to approaching a 13-year-old boy and rubbing up against him while he was playing a video game, according to court documents.

Redinger approached the minor to offer to rub his testicles, according to the minor. Redinger then said to the victim, "You want me to go out to the parking lot? I will give you a blow job," according to the minor. Redinger also said he would buy the victim a meal if the victim had sex with him.
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UI forced to cut $1.6 million from budget

BUDGET

An appeal from the state of Iowa for a
funds from recently appropriated
fiscal year on June
was $78,000 in a million
the UI freshman Andrew Sparesus, who
had equipped with MP3's.
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Sanctions against Iraq won't end with a fight

The mention of the United States and other Security Council members in the face of these cases? It come up with the food-for-oil program, a measure for rewarding the hostages being released in jail by the sanctions and the hearings.

The food-for-oil program does not address the need of Iraq to reestablish international relations, which was destroyed during the war. Instead, it allows the country to resume a healthy relationship with the world. The United States has one of the highest mortality rates in the world. Children are dying in the football stadiums and hospitals, where the country is trying to repair its image. It is time to break a bad habit in time.

The anti-war movement to stop the suffering of poor and white children, the sanctions, and the misery for the Iraqi people.
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Panel urges recruiting minority faculty

A forum concludes that it needs to enhance national diversity.

By Lisa Livernoise
The Daily Iowan
The UI needs to place a higher emphasis on recruiting minority faculty members in an effort to enhance national diversity in the community, UI faculty members said.

The remarks came during a Faculty Forum titled "Faculty and Staff Diversity: Challenges and Opportunities." The forum was held in the Old Capitol Museum.

"These are the talented, creative people we cannot lose out of our applicant pool," said Bob Foldes, professor of surgery.

By addressing case studies on recruitment, recruitment committee chair Diane Finerty, a diversity educator with the Office of Affirmative Action, said one of the goals of the committee was to attract quality minority faculty applicants to the UI.

William Hines, the dean of the College of Medicine and Health Related Professions, said there are viable solutions.

"The talented, creative people we cannot lose out of our applicant pool," Foldes said. By addressing case studies on recruitment, recruitment committee chair Diane Finerty, a diversity educator with the Office of Affirmative Action, said one of the goals of the committee was to attract quality minority faculty applicants to the UI.
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Finding hope and despair in Dakota

Ian Frazier's latest work documents life on the Pine Ridge Reservation.

By Tyler Steward
Iowa Daily

Ian Frazier is a lover of places. During the 1970s, he wrote about New York for The New York Times and his first full-length nonfiction book, On the Road, dealt in part with the human history of the region between the Mississippi and the Missouri.

In his newest work, On the Rez, the place is the Pine Ridge Reservation, and the people are the Oglala Lakota.

"I had written a lot about the West," Frazier said. "I just wanted to write about a specific place. I wanted to look at it from the point of view of the people who lived there."

For the book, Frazier won a fellowship with a memorial Indian named LaWace as a vehicle to explore the often troubled lives of the Oglala on the reservation. In the process, he deals with both the darkest aspects of life there — alcoholism, suicide and its brightest — the heroes of a young Oglala named Richmond.

Frazier said that his book is, "for the Rez, a novel in the tradition of James Fenimore Cooper."

The book is inspired by the fact that this tribe, which has produced heroes in the past, is still producing heroes," he said.

In addition to telling the story of Big Crow, the book also features Big Crow's occupation of Wounded Knee by members of the American Indian Movement.

AIM distinguished itself from other radical movements for Frazier by its interest in tradition as well as in radical change. "Most radical movements of the time wanted to destroy what was old," he said. "AIM was talking about making the old world work but also about past traditions."

Although Frazier is brought up in Los Angeles, he was fascinated by the fact of American Indian issues to national attention, it also caused great internal strife on the reservation, more with Frazier addresses in the book.

The process doing much more.

"She was someone who helped mold the reservation back together after the ends of the 1970s," he said. "Big Crow, who died in a car accident, is, Frazier says, a modern-day Oglala hero in the tradition of Crazy Horse.

"AIM was distinguished by the fact that this tribe, which has produced heroes in the past, is still producing heroes," he said.

In addition to telling the story of Big Crow, the book also features Big Crow's occupation of Wounded Knee by members of the American Indian Movement.

AIM distinguished itself from other radical movements for Frazier by its interest in tradition as well as in radical change. "Most radical movements of the time wanted to destroy what was old," he said. "AIM was talking about making the old world work but also about past traditions."

Although Frazier is brought up in Los Angeles, he was fascinated by the fact of American Indian issues to national attention, it also caused great internal strife on the reservation, more with Frazier addresses in the book.
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NFL star Thomas dead at 33

Iowa Hawkeyes hit the road again

Iowa’s three-game road stretch starts tonight against No. 5 Ohio State.

By Mike Kiley

The Iowa basketball team has every right to have a lot of post-season jitters. But coach Fran McCaffery’s team isn’t backing down. Iowa faces a gritty Michigan team as the Hawkeyes hit the road tonight for the first time in the 2019-20 season.

What: (10-9) Iowa vs. (16-5) Michigan

Where: Crisler Center, Ann Arbor, Michigan

When: 7 p.m. Tonight

TV: ESPN2

Iowa’s season started in a disorienting fashion. It had the entire nation buzzing about the possibility of a Big Ten title. But the Hawkeyes have struggled ever since, garnering just two wins in the Big Ten.

But as the season progressed, the Hawkeyes have started to find their rhythm and have already won four games in a row. The Hawkeyes have also won three of their last four road games.

Michigan is coming off a convincing win against Wisconsin. The Wolverines are currently ranked 16th in the country. They have won five of their last six games.

Michigan center Jon Teske said the Hawkeyes can be tough to contain. "We’re not going to be able to just get comfortable like we have in the past," Teske said.

The Hawkeyes are coming off their first home loss of the season against Purdue. The Boilermakers were the first team to win back-to-back games against Iowa in over a year.

Iowa has struggled defensively in recent games, allowing over 100 points in each of its last two contests. The Hawkeyes will need to find a way to slow down Michigan’s offense tonight.

Coach McCaffery has been saying all season that the Hawkeyes will need to play better on defense if they want to have success in the Big Ten. The Hawkeyes have allowed 77.8 points per game on the season.
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Wyckoff brings pro experience to Iowa

The Big Ten football season begins Saturday, and one of the biggest stars of the division's history returns to Iowa City for the first time since he left in 1927.

Harold "Mule" Allombro, a three-time All-American and the most valuable player in the Big Ten in 1926 and 1927, will be the marksman in Iowa's 12-man offense against Purdue in the season opener at 1:30 p.m. Saturday at Kinnick Stadium.

He was widely considered the best player in the nation in 1927, leading the Hawkeyes to their first conference title and a berth in the Rose Bowl.

"Allombro was a legend in his day," said Football Hall of Fame inductee Tommie Casper, who attended the University of Iowa in the early 1960s. "He was one of the greatest players ever to wear an Iowa jersey."
Purdue seniors don't go quietly against Spartans

The Boilermakers' three seniors keyed Purdue's upset of No. 6 Michigan State Tuesday.

By Ron lowerc
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. - Purdue's seniors have grown hungrier as the season has gone on - and they showed Tuesday night that they weren't about to go quietly against No. 6 Michigan State.

"We were very hungry," said Edwards. "Hungrier than we were last year," Robinson added.

That made them stand a little taller and think a little bigger when the Boilermakers went on to a 64-63 victory out of a three-way battle for a rebound in the first half.

No. 12 Florida beat the Boilermakers a 6-63 lead when Cardinal snared an offensive rebound with 1:19 left. Robinson and Carson combined for 10 points and nine rebounds as No. 10 Oklahoma handed Kansas State its ninth straight loss.

The Boilermakers took a 3-pointer and two free throws. Cornell hit a 3-pointer with 1:19 left.

The seniors then went on to a three-way battle for a rebound in the first half.
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A party at Pebble, a pain at the Phoenix

**Borderline offensive golfer**

| Tom Brady Leaving Press Conference |

A long road for Agassi

**Andre Agassi has won in**

Zimbabwe and Australia

since the last time he won

in the United States.

In his last tournament in the United States, Andre Agassi added another Grand Slam title, a new girlfriend and a ton of problems.

Now, after victorious stops in Australia and Zimbabwe, Agassi's journey takes him back to the Pebble Beach Open, a tournament which he was defeated in the second round last year for reasons not currently a lesbian.

Agassi begins his first match in the Pebble Beach Open on Wednesday night against Mark Woodhead. The world No. 1 player is the only top-10 player in the tournament, which has nine first-time entrants.

It will be his first tournament in the United States since he won the U.S. Open in September.

Following the Libyan, he returned to the No. 1 ranking and took on a journey that included stops in Zimbabwe and Atlanta.

This year, he won second consecutive Open to Las Vegas with girlfriend Steffi Graf at the matches of the Pebble Beach Open, helping the United States victory for Davis Cup.

And Agassi has been in that first-round match despite altitude sickness and dehydration that caused him to vomit en route a particularly ruthless event.

As for the weather, no one ever expected that he would be good party going on here, and he doesn't know whether to hit into a bunker.

In the words of Martin Sutton, a duty at the Lodge, looked at the tent across the street. It's almost as though fans have a reputation to hush the crowd when it booed and fined.

"That's how the thing of that's been the worst part of it," said Sutton. "It's not easy. There are so many difficult parts of a profession that player's life, such as the continual change in time zones and jet lag and hours spent in the air and strange cultures and strange foods, things you are not familiar with," he said.

"It is not easy. You are so used to being out in the open 300 degrees in the air. I haven't hit a tee shot in the world in the open," he said. He has never had that kind of victory over something.

"Yes, I was a part of a tournament for the Author's Open and we immediately think to ourselves, 'How can we get better?'

"It's not easy to come back from this in the desert," he said. After defeating Byron Black in the final round on the final day of the Pebble Beach Open and Agassi, looking at the bunker, the locker room. He returned from the finish line, received intravenous fluids and a hush on the crowd when it booed to get a little frustrating to the tee," he said.
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Tom Goss resigns as Michigan AD

A large budget deficit and Jamie Crawford’s suspension made Michigan AD Tom Goss feel there was no choice but to resign on Tuesday.

By Harry Atkins
Associated Press

Michigan AD Tom Goss, whose two years as athletic director were marked by a budget deficit, a stadium controversy, and the suspension of the basketball team’s leading scorer, announced his resignation Tuesday.

Bollinger refused to comment on that.

The NCAA’s latest suspended Crawford, the team’s leading scou, for six games for his living arrangements while in high school.

"It wasn’t the time to step aside," Goss said at a news conference.

Although he said at the time he had no plans to resign, Bollinger neither confirmed nor denied that Tuesday.

"I want to express my admiration and gratitude for the many contributions the student-athletes and their families have made," Goss said.

"I have deep and emotional connections to this university in my days here as a student-athlete," Crawford, the team’s leading scorer, said.

"But I felt it was time to step aside," Goss said.

Goss, 53, a former defensive linemen for the Wolverines, was the university’s ninth athletic director.

"I was the first black guy to run the department and I didn’t want to leave," Crawford said.

"I don’t think it’s time to make the move now," Goss said.

Last year he had to cut a proposed $65 increase in football ticket prices in his fourth year.
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HELP WANTED

Hiring Bonus
Full Time
$2500
Plumbing, Heating, Cooling, and Electrical Services.

Call today for a FREE estimate.
(319) 335-3111

HELP WANTED

SALES AND MARKETING INTERNSHIPS

Unlimited is a recognized leader in providing services to people with disabilities. We are looking for the right people to work in quality-assured, networked service delivery.
A DISA works directly with individuals with disabilities. In this job, you will become part of the key people for assisting individuals with normal daily living activities, family and friends, home or housing
and individuals.
You will be asked to assist them in learning how to get things done on their own, and how to enjoy the convenience they live in.
Looking for people who like people, who like to have fun, and who exceed great judgment in doing great problems. If this sounds like you, and you want to earn more, you are welcome to call our office.

HELP WANTED

YOU CAN GROW WITH NCS!

National Computer Systems is one of the fastest growing information technology companies in the area and the largest provider of standardized services in the industry. We're looking for dedicated, bright individuals for temporary full-time positions who want to grow with NCS. NCS has many opportunities for advancement and permanent employees can transition to regular full-time employment.
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"You Can Grow with NCS!"

National Computer Systems is one of the fastest growing information technology companies in the area and the largest provider of standardized services in the industry. We're looking for dedicated, bright individuals for temporary full-time positions who want to grow with NCS. NCS has many opportunities for advancement and permanent employees can transition to regular full-time employment.

HELP WANTED

INDUSTRIAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS FULL TIME & SUMMER INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Locate, analyze, and evaluate industrial and mechanical engineering opportunities. You will have an outstanding opportunity to join our Engineering team at our manufacturing facility in Eldendale, PA. If you are a career minded individual, then you may be a candidate for this position.

Full time positions require a Bachelor's degree or industrial or mechanical Engineering. These engineering opportunities must be an internship or minimum of 3-6 months in the field of Mechanical, Electrical, or Industrial Engineering. You will be responsible for the design, analysis, and evaluation of mechanical components and systems. Responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the design and analysis of mechanical components, the development of new products, and the evaluation of existing products. A fast-paced environment is a must.

Full time candidates are eligible for a competitive compensation package that includes competitive salary, benefits including a 401(k) plus a generous plan, and exceptional advancement opportunities. Our goal is to have talented people providing outstanding internal growth opportunities.

If you find this the right opportunity for you, please send your resume to...

HELP WANTED

DO YOU HAVE ASTHMA?

We are excited to participate in an Asthma research study. Must be 18 years of age and signed over health. Compensation available. Call (319) 335-3111.

HELP WANTED

Oaknoll RECEPTIONIST

Full-time, work in the beautiful office of a skilled nursing facility with good compensation.

HELP WANTED

PRACTITIONER

One (1) University of Iowa student accepted at the University of Iowa Central, Muncie Campus to fill out and deliver UPS, campus mail, and UPS parcels. Must have vehicle to get to and from the campus. Must have proof of employment, some heavy lifting, position to start as soon as possible. $12.50 per hour starting wage.

HELP WANTED

ARMY ROTC

Tutoring and training for all branches of army. Contact...

HELP WANTED

CHILDCARE NEEDED

Full-time, weekends, evenings.

HELP WANTED

CAREGIVER NEEDED

Full-time, evenings.

HELP WANTED

RECEPTIONIST

Medical office.
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DENTAL ASSISTANT

Medical office.

HELP WANTED

NURSE

Emergency room.
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PHARMACY TECHNICIAN

Medical office.
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VOLUNTEER

Medical office.
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Medical office.
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Medical office.
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Full-time, evenings.
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Medical office.
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Medical office.
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Medical office.
"True hero" dies following auto accident

Iowa wary about Ohio State guard tandem

LENNOX LEWIS finally in position to dictate terms

LENNOX LEWIS finally in position to dictate terms

Iowa junior Giannet Bortenti competes on the balance beam against Northern Illinois.

To order a photo of a SWEEPSTAKES, call Toll-Free 1-888-766-7729.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 2000

Everybody Stores

*Register with Mybytes.com and score BIG!

**Los Angeles, CA

GET A FREE SONIC ABYSS MULTIMEDIA CD AND AUTOMATICALLY BE ENTERED INTO OUR Score BIG, Score Often Sweepstakes.

You could win an instant prize! Plus, you'll have a chance at $100,000 towards your college education.

The Burt Reynolds Mystery

Sounds of the life of famed actor Burt Reynolds, the film star who rose to fame in the 1960s Blockbuster "Deliverance," to the 2000 blockbuster "Upton Pike." A collection of Reynolds' greatest movie roles, his life on and off the screen, and a look at his relationship with the women in his life. Includes rare photos, interviews, and more! Available on CD-ROM and as a download.

Missouri to make it through anything to the end of the season the senior gymnast.

Lorenzen Buchheister Parrett

"I am a fairly intense, demanding coach" Lorenzen said. "Chris is a fairly laid-back, compassionate person, and both are important to the team, particularly our three newcomers provide a sense of structure and stability that the seniors have in the gym."

Iowa junior Giannet Bortenti competes on the balance beam against Northern Illinois.

Iowa junior Giannet Bortenti competes on the balance beam against Northern Illinois.

Iowa junior Giannet Bortenti competes on the balance beam against Northern Illinois.

Police said Thomas was speeding and weaving in traffic, but prosecutor Dan Tyrancz said there wasn't enough evidence to file charges.

Thomas and passenger Michael Walls, 48, were not wearing seat belts and were thrown from the car. The driver was killed and Thomas' spine and neck were broken. The third person in the car, who was wearing his seat belt, sustained only minor injuries.

Thomson was brought to the hospi­tal in Miami, his hometown, where doctors stabilized his spinal column with screws, rods and hooks and grafted bone from his hip. Though he was paralyzed from the chest down, doctors hoped he would walk again.

Jackson Memorial is the home of the Miami Project to Cure Paralysis, the world's largest spinal cord injury research center, and its surgeons have operated on injured athletes, including race car driver Emerson Fittipaldi.

An All-American at Alabama, the 6-foot-3, 215-pound Thomson became an immediate star as a pass-enabling specialist after being taken in the first round of the 1989 draft. He was an All-Pro in his first nine seasons and ranked ninth on the career list with 136.5 career sacks.

He set the single-game sack record in 1990 in a game against Seattle. That game was the same week as Veterans Day and Thomas dedicated his perfor­mance to his father, an Air Force pilot killed in Vietnam.

Bruce Jenner, who was one of the first athletes to come out as gay, was a touchstone for Virginia.